
Understanding 
Anxiety
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Parents response to children’s anxiety
Anxiety in the brain and body     
(worry / anxiety / development)
Common primary school age anxieties
Things to avoid with an anxious child

Session Overview
Increasing Parental Understanding
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Parents
When your child is anxious it can bring out a range 

of personal emotions - especially over time

Responses vary from…

Sympathy Anxiety Frustration

ConfusionEmbarrassmentAnger

These responses have an additional impact on the children
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The Science Of Anxiety
THREAT

CORTISOL
ADRENALINE

QUICK FIRE

STRONG
& FAST

NO 
OBJECTIVITY
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Physical Symptoms
Result from the body being flooded with chemicals 

when no PHYSICAL threat is present

Dizzy / 
Confused

Flushed Face Hot / SweatyBreathless

Racing 
Heart

Feeling 
Sick

Tense / Stiff 
Muscles

Nervous 
Energy / Fidgety

Culmination of these symptoms creates a PANIC ATTACK
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Discuss
How do you explain to a primary school 
child that their physical symptoms are 

caused by anxiety?

Your body is speeding 
up to try and protect you 
from the worries inside 

your head

Your body is trying to 
do your worrying for 

you
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Worry & Anxiety
Worry Anxiety

A child gets a dry mouth and mild 
stomach pain just before they have 

to say their lines in the school 
assembly.  The teacher has to give 
them a drink of water and a little 

reassurance.  They deliver the lines

A child complains at dinner time the 
night before that they do not want to 

do the assembly, they struggle to 
get to sleep then wake up and 

cannot eat.  They double over with 
stomach pain on the way to school

A child comes home sad that their 
usual friends did not play with them 
at break time.  After a little cuddle 
and a drink they are happy to talk 

about some ways of asking to play 
with their friends again tomorrow

After being ignored by their friends 
that day. A child asks to move school, 

saying no-one likes them.  Next 
morning they refuse to get dressed 
saying everyone hates them.  They 

cry and are eventually sick
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Developmental Factors
Abstract Thought

Asks “What if?”

Switches on 8-12 yrs

Causes rational and 
irrational fears
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Primary School Anxiety

Making 
mistakes

Difficult 
work

Being 
late

Toilets and 
PE

Teacher’s 
opinion

Going to clubs 
and activities

School Structure & Work
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Friends 
going 
‘cold’

New child 
in the 
group

Change in 
the power 
structure

Not being 
invited to a 

party

Not having 
the ‘right’  

possessions

Other 
children’s 

achievements

Primary School Anxiety
Relationships
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Discussion
When a child is feeling 

anxious what things seem 
to make it worse ?
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Things To Avoid
Too much advice
Too much questioning
Lecturing
Being over emotional 
Getting angry or punishing
Insulting or threatening
Lying
Forcing non-essential participation
Allowing your child to feel they must 
change to be acceptable
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To Conclude
Understanding how anxiety 

works and which actions 
should be avoided is the 

first step to helping 
children manage it 
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Follow on Facebook
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